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67 Unit Welfare Officers (UWOs) took this survey, to enable AFF to identify how Foreign &
Commonwealth families are supported, and what additional support they may require.
In addition, 43 HIVE workers took the survey and their results were broadly comparable to the
UWO responses.

UWOs spend significant time assisting F&C families

62.5%
spend between
0-20% of their
time

of UWOs
assisting F&C
soldiers and
their families

26%
spend between
21-40% of their
time

of UWOs
supporting
this
community

Most frequent questions raised with UWOs by F&C families
Bringing family
members to the UK

Renewing
visas

Letters confirming
service

Citizenship
applications

Marital issues and housing were lesser asked questions.

What are top issues for F&C families?
Obtaining correct information about visas

33%

Cost of visas

33%

Insufficient information about visas at recruitment

13%

Minimum income requirements to bring family to UK

13%

“
“

In a Comp A or B a F & C soldier should not have to pay his own way to his country of birth.
The way we look after our people is pretty poor in this respect. We are a modern diverse
Army apparently yet we embrace rules that are either out dated or cost related rather than
doing what is morally right. If the Army is to fully embrace the Army Leadership Code then
maybe they should look after its people better!

These people are serving
the crown and moving where
they are needed. They shouldn’t
have to pay for visas!

“

The cost of visas and
naturalisation is high
and can be ill afforded
by Ptes or LCpls.

Immigration issues

47%

deal with
F&C
families
directly

53%

signpost
elsewhere

The majority of those who signpost elsewhere (80%)
do so because others are better placed to provide
the assistance required, with 43% saying they do
not feel they have the appropriate training.

AFF key to assisting families
79% of respondents stated that they signpost F&C families to AFF. Only the UK Visa & Immigration
service was signposted to more often (81%).

Pers Cap Guide
47% of UWOs and 37% of HIVE officers sometimes refer to the Pers Cap guide, where it was
relevant. But 4.5% of UWO and 16% of HIVE officers never used the Guide (although it may not
fall within their remit to do so).

9% of UWOs and 42% of HIVE officers had never heard of the Guide.
40% of UWOs and 5% of HIVE officers always use the guide.

However, many UWOs stated they
would like additional training on immigration issues, which highlights that the guide may not meet
their needs.

Additional resources and support needed to support F&C families
There is a clear need for more resources for UWOs to support F&C families. The survey
identified:
- requests for additional training
- booklet/simplified guide to refer to F&C issues
- more internet resources
- further assistance from AFF
- a flow chart guide on the steps of settlement and visa application
- cultural knowledge of F&C personnel and their families
- guide on marital breakdown and its impact on immigration

“

I feel out of my depth sometimes as I
do not have enough knowledge of this
subject [of immigration]. I do not think
Foreign and Commonwealth soldiers
are given the correct information at
recruitment stage. I would be interested
to know if there is any campaign taking
place to get these regulations changed
for the military. If not this is going to
become a major problem for the
British Army.

“

A helpdesk either at Army HQ level or
within SSAFA/AFF that UWOs could call
for first hand advice as opposed to trying
to trawl through policy documents to find
an answer.
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